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The In Crowd

INTO Setting foot in this tiny downtown décor 

boutique is like being transported to a wonderland 

of design delights. Capiz shell chandeliers and lamps 

created by Hawai‘i sculptor Mark Chai hold court 

alongside modern acrylic lamps by Allan Knight. 

On any given day, a stream of interior designers files 

in to pore over the collection of curiosities and top-

of-the-line home accessories assembled by owner 

Alan Carrell. 536.2211, intohonolulu.com

INSIDE TIP: Interior designers flock to Into for its diverse range of accents.

Haven Sent!

So what does an in-demand ordained 
minister turned astrologer turned 
feng shui master do when she needs 
to manage her massive following?  
Release a hot new DVD, of course!

With a jam-packed schedule of feng 
shui consultations, astrological chart 
readings, speaking engagements and, 
uh, marriage ceremonies to conduct, 
Alice Inoue is beyond busy. (Last we 
checked, the waiting list to consult with 
her was six months long!) Regardless, the 
supernova and self-professed “life guide” 
takes time to meditate every day and has 
managed to produce two books and three 
DVDs. �e most recent instructional 
video, Feng Shui Illuminated: Hot Topics 
& FAQs, was just released in February. 
“In feng shui, we create a room that will 
push your buttons in a positive way,” 
says Inoue. “When we do feng shui, we 
raise the tune.” Take a look at her top 
tips to keep you singing on a higher 
note. aliceinoue.com

t Minimize clutter.

t�Have only things you
absolutely love around you.

t Camouflage the view of
electrical cords.

t Use plants to add life force.

t Choose furniture without sharp
corners whenever possible.

STAR GAZER: Astrologer/feng shui expert/ordained 

minister Alice Inoue believes in the bigger picture.

EXHIBITIONISTS!

You won’t find fish or cake, but at Fishcake 

you will find eclectic designer furniture and 

unique home accessories from around the 

world. Behind the industrial garage door 

entrance, the sprawling Honolulu showroom 

also regularly exhibits local artists. 

Paintings, photographs and sculptures–even 

textiles– are organically woven into the 

furniture displays, creating the I-want-my-

home-to-look-like-that reaction that seals 

the deal for buyers every time. 593.1231
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